Abstraction is a natural way to hierarchically decompose the analysis and design of hybrid systems. Given a hybrid control system and some desired properties, one extracts an abstracted system while preserving the properties of interest. Abstractions of purely discrete systems is a mature area, whereas abstractions of continuous systems is a recent activity. In this paper we present a framework for abstraction that applies to abstract control systems capturing discrete, continuous, and hybrid systems. Parallel composition is presented in a categorical framework and an algorithm is proposed to construct abstractions of hybrid control systems. Finally, we show that our abstractions of hybrid systems are compositional.
Introduction
Networked, embedded systems are compositions of many complicated subsystems. The analysis and design of such systems is currently limited by their complexity. In order t o tackle complexity, these systems are organized in a distributed or hierarchical manner. This structure must be exploited in the analysis and design of such systems in order to scale our models, methods, and tools to real life examples. Hybrid systems have been used to model these kinds of large scale complex systems and they usually come equipped with composition operators which compose subsystems in order to form larger systems [4] . This modeling formalism also contains abstraction operators which hide irrelevant details resulting in simpler, higher level models. The notions of composition and abstraction are mature in theoretical computer science, and, in particular, in the areas of concurrency theory 161 114, and computer aided verification [5] . This has resulted in formal and verv meaningful notions of abstraction. Given a dis- ' This work was partially performed while the first author was visiting the University of Pennsylvania. The authors would like to thank Esfandiar Haghverdi for extremely stimulating discussions on category theory, and its use for hybrid systems. This research is partially supported by DARPA under grant F33615-00-C-1707, the University of Pennsylvania Research Foundation, and by hnda@o para a Ciencia e Tecnologia under grant PRAXIS XXI/BD/l8149/98. 3Department of EE University of Pennsylvania Philadelphia, PA 19104 pappasgQee.upeM.edu
Crete system, an abstraction is simply a quotient system that preserves some properties of interest while ignoring detail. Language equivalence, simulation, and bisimulation are established notions of abstraction for discrete systems that preserve properties expressed in various temporal logics. For purely continuous systems, the notions of simulation, and bisimulation had no counterparts. Recently, similar notions were introduced in [7] and this research resulted in automatic constructions of abstractions for linear and nonlinear analytic control systems [SI, while characterizing abstracting maps that preserve properties of interest such as controllability. Based on these results, in [lo], we took the first steps towards automatically constructing abstractions of hybrid systems while preserving timed languages. Even though only the continuous part of the system was abstracted, the important property that needed to be preserved in this abstraction was the detectability of the discrete switching conditions. Related but orthogonal work considers purely discrete abstractions of hybrid systems 12, 91.
The similarities between notions of abstraction for discrete, continuous, and hybrid systems immediately raise the question of a more unified theory of abstraction. In this paper, we begin addressing this issue. We start by first considering a more unified and abstract model for control systems. Our abstract control system is inspired by categorical definitions of systems that are as old as [l] and as recent as 1111. We show that purely discrete, continuous, and hybrid systems can he easily captured by our abstract model. Furthermore, at this level of abstraction, one can show many useful properties regarding abstraction or composition that are independent of the discrete, continuous, or hybrid structure of the system. In particular, we use the abstract composition operators defined in 1111, and show that system abstraction is compositional. As a result, when abstracting a subsystem of a larger system, we obtain an abstraction of the overall system. We also present an algorithm for the automatic abstraction of hybrid systems. 
Discrete Control S y s t e m s as A b s t r a c t Control Systems
The usual model for discrete control systems are automata however it will be enough to work with transition systems. Let (Q, C, 6) he a transition system, where Q is a finite set of states, C is a finite set of input symbols, and d : Q x C + Q is the transition function. Let us denote by E* the set of all finite strings obtained by concatenating elements in E. In particular the empty string E also belongs to E'. With concatenation as a monoid operation, C' can be taken as the monoid M . The state space is naturally S = Q. The transition function b defines a unique partial map from Q x E* to Q which is just a n abstract control system
2.2 C o n t i n u o u s C o n t r o l S y s t e m s as A b s t r a c t Control S y s t e m s For simplicity of presentation, we consider only timeinvariant control systems, although the construction to be presented is generalizable t o time varying systems.
Let U he the space of admissible inputs. Define the set U' as: An element of U' is denoted by ut, and represents. a map from [0, t [ to U. Consider now the set U' which is the disjoint union of all U' for 0 5 t < cu:
The set U' can be regarded as a monoid under the operation of concatenation, that is if ufl E U" C U'
U' with concatenation given by:
The identity element is given by the empty input, that is E = U'. We now show how this monoid is used to describe any smooth control system as an abstract control system. Let x = f ( x , u ) be a smooth control system, where I E M, a smooth manifold and U E U, the set of admissible inputs. Choosing a n admissible input trajectory U', f(z,u') is a well defined vector field and as such it induces a flow which we denote hy
. We can then cast any smooth control system in out framework by defining:
It is not difficult t o see that 8 is in fact a well defined abstract control systems since Q ( z , E ) = y,(O) = 3: and Q ( Z , U '~U *~) = y,(tl
In general the set of admissible control inputs may change wit,h the point I so that the domain of Q will be in fact a fiber bundle over hf.
H y b r i d C o n t r o l S y s t e m s as A b s t r a c t Control S y s t e m s
Hybrid control systems also fit in the abstract control system framework. The state space of an hybrid control system is usually described as Q x M, where Q is a finite set of states and M a smooth manifold. However it will be convenient to relax this concept and look at the state space as a fiber bundle. Instead of considering the same manifold M for every q E Q we consider a set of smooth manifolds X, parameterized by the discrete states, denoted by X = { X , } , , q . The discrete set Q is thought as the base space, and for each base point q E Q we attach a fiber X,. A point in X is represented by the pair (q,a). As action monoid we will use the set: The state space X = {X,},€q,
A map Q.y : A x + X respecting the monoid structure such that for all q E Q, there is a set Inv, & X , and for all I E Inu,, .4(,,,)flU* # { E }
and O ( ( q , z ) , u t ) E Inv, for all U ' E A(,,*).
The semantics associated with the evolution from (q, z)
governed by O and controlled by a E *4(,,=) is the stardard transition semantics of hybrid automata. Suppose that a = u t 1 u~v 2 d 2 , then * ( ( q , z ) , a ) = ( q ' ,~' ) means that the system startingat (q,s) evolves during tl units of time under continuous input u t > , jumps under input u1 and them jumps again under uz. After the two consecutive jumps, the system evolves under the continuous control input ut> reaching (q',z') tz units of time after the last jump. From the hybrid system construction we can clearly extract the purely discrete case (X, is a singleton and U, = 0 ) as well as the purely continuous case (Q is a singleton and E = 0).
Control System Abstractions
We now consider simulation relations, and in particular abstractions, between the general systems considered in Definition 2.1. Although for discrete and smooth systems a notion of simulation based on a map hetween fibering monoids is able to model the relevant concepts and constructions, that will not be the case for hybrid control systems. A map between fihering monoids turns out to he too restrictive and one is forced to look into more general notions of simulation. The link between the fibering monoids will he provided by a relationZ which is general enough for our purposes. 21n fact it was by means of a relation that the notion of bisimulation was introduced in [6] A notion of simulation will involve a relation between fibering monoids that respectes the control structure given by the map 0. This is formalized as follows: The relations TX and ?~y are in fact those induced by the canonical projection maps a.y : X x Y + X, ?TY : X x Y -+ Y and the relation C is easily seen to be given by C = (p.y,py). In the product system we capture all possible trajectories of both systems and consequently several non physically meaningful trajectories. One allows for example input trajectories of the form ( E , U') where no time elapses in system Bx and t units of time elapse in system Qy. These trajectories need to be removed from the product system in order to faithfully model a physical system. Another reason to remove transitions from the product system comes from the fact that in the product system, the behavior of one system does not influence the behavior of the other system. Since in general the behavior of a system composed of several subsystems depends strongly on the interaction between the subsystems one tries to capture this interaction by removing undesired evolutions from the product system x Q y , through the operation of restriction. Q w l a , , i~) where Qwla, is an abstract control system and i~ L x W is an inclusion relation such that Qw is a iL-simulation of @,via,, and for any other pair ( Q z , i z ) of this 4A subbundle is understood as a fiber bundle such that the inclusion morphism (in this c a~e a relation) is fiber preserving. type with iz(Az) = i~( . 4~) there is one and only one relation q such that Q& is a 11-simulation of Qz, and the following diagmm commutes:
Compositional Abstractions
The inclusion relation i~ is in fact the map i~ : AL L)
A w sending 1 E A L to i~( 1 ) = I E 4 w , and consequently the relation q is trivially given by q = iz. With the notions of products and restriction at hand, we can now define a general operation of parallel composition with synchronization. The above result was stated for parallel composition of two abstract control systems but it can he easily extended to any finite number of abstract control systems. The relevance of the result lies in the fact that, in general, it is much easier to abstract each individual subsystem and by parallel composition obtain an abstraction of the overall system. The goal of obtaining algorithmic procedures €or computing abstractions guide us to more amenable characterizations of hybrid control systems. A first step in this direction is given by the next proposition (whose proof we omit for space reasons) characterizing hybrid control systems in terms of its generators. This result tells us that it is enough to work with vector fields and single event jumps, which is how hybrid automata are usualy defined. In the light of this result we will also denote an hybrid control system by the tuple H x = ( X , X o , C , y , U x , 6 x , F x ) . This representation of hybrid control systems will allow constructive methods to generate abstractions by combining discrete and continuous abstraction methodologies.
We have already introduce all the required tools to extract an abstraction of any given hybrid control system H x with respect to some classes of relations. These relations will aggregate several states from H x to its abstractions, in particular we abstract continuous states to discrete ones. This feature will be fundamental to reduce the complexity of hybrid control systems since by aggregating continuous states into discrete ones we are also trading continuous dynamics by discrete dynamics thereby considerably simplifying the analysis and synthesis processes. In this paper we will only consider admissible relations defined as: Input data: Hx = ( X O , X , C X , U X ,~X , F X ) 4 
Conclusions and F'uture Work
We have considered an unified framework for a general class of control systems that captures discrete, continuous and hybrid control systems. In this framework we presented notions of abstraction and parallel composition with synchronization. It was shown that these notions are compatible, that is, the composition of abstractions is an abstraction of the composition. These notions were then instantiated for hybrid control systems where a concrete algorithm was presented t o automatically extract abstractions. Future research will consider several other important properties of hybrid systems. For example, it is crucial t o determine when abstractions of non-zeno hybrid control systems are non-zeno. These issues are currently under investigation as well as design methodole gies that take advantage of the hierarchical and compositional structure of hybrid control systems.
